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ArgoNeuT 1810.06502

ArgoNeuT demonstrated the LAr capability to 
detect 21 MeV recoil protons.

Reconstruct, identify and point.

For comparison, SK can only see protons that emit Cherenkov 
light, that is, protons with energy above ~ 1.4 GeV

Event topology carries information
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ArgoNeuT 1810.06502

ArgoNeuT demonstrated the LAr capability to 
detect 21 MeV recoil protons.

Reconstruct, identify and point.

For comparison, SK can only see protons that emit Cherenkov 
light, that is, protons with energy above ~ 1.4 GeV

Event topology carries information
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Neutrino events tend to be proton rich
Antineutrino events tend to be proton poor

Classifying events by number of protons provides a 
statistical handle on neutrinos versus antineutrinos
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FIG. 3. Event spectra as a function of the zenith direction
of the deposited energy ✓z, for �CP = 3⇡/2 (green) and
�CP = 3⇡/4 (purple), and for deposited energies between
0.2� 0.4 GeV (upper panel) and 0.6� 0.8 GeV (lower panel).
The error bars include only statistical uncertainties.

the CC-1p0⇡ (CC-0p0⇡) topology.
In Fig. 3, cos ✓z event spectra for two large Edep bins

are shown for �CP = 3⇡/2 (green) and �CP = 3⇡/4 (pur-
ple). Two-dimensional event spectra in the cos ✓z ⇥ Edep

plane can be found in the Supplemental Material. These
spectra are used to calculate a �2 test statistics for each
distinct final-state event topology, assuming no charge
identification, but perfect µ-e separation. The sensitivity
to �CP , presented in the following sections, comes from
combining of all these event topologies and marginaliz-
ing the test statistics over the systematic uncertainties
aforementioned.

IV. DISCUSSION

The sensitivity to �CP for an input value of �CP = 3⇡/2
is shown in Fig. 4. The individual ��2 contribution for
each topology is shown, as well as the combined fit. A
significant sensitivity to �CP may be achieved, allowing
for excluding regions of the parameter space beyond the
3� level.

Several factors contribute to this sensitivity. As al-
ready discussed, the CP violation e↵ect for sub-GeV at-
mospheric neutrinos is a sizable e↵ect, an order of mag-
nitude larger than the corresponding one for beam neu-
trinos. To observe CP violation, one should be able to
independently measure oscillations of neutrinos and an-
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FIG. 4. DUNE sensitivity to the leptonic CP violating phase
�CP using sub-GeV atmospheric neutrinos, for an input value
�CP = 3⇡/2 and 400 kton-year exposure.

tineutrinos and/or the time-conjugated channels ⌫µ ! ⌫e

and ⌫e ! ⌫µ. At these low energies, a neutrino interac-
tion is more likely to kick out a proton from a nucleus
than an antineutrino interaction, and vice-versa for neu-
trons – therefore, the CC-1p0⇡ sample is neutrino-rich
while CC-0p0⇡ is antineutrino-rich. Combining these two
samples allows for measuring, statistically, the flux of ⌫
and ⌫̄ from the atmosphere. Besides, ✓z has a typical
spread between �✓ ⇠ 20�

� 30�, mainly due to intra-
nuclear cascades, except for the CC-0p0⇡ topology which
has �✓ ⇠ 50�. This allows to disentangle the baseline de-
pendent oscillation e↵ects discussed in Sec. II fairly well.
These aspects indicate a synergy between each distinct
topology, as it can be seen in Fig. 4: the sum of the
individual ��2 contributions for each topology is signif-
icantly below the combined sensitivity.

We have found that DUNE constrains the pull parame-
ters beyond the uncertainties adopted here, namely (2%,
2%, 1%, 0.02) for (�0, re, r⌫ , �), evidencing that the ex-
perimental sensitivity is not induced by any prior uncer-
tainty on the atmospheric fluxes, and therefore is quite
robust (see Supplemental Material for details). As we
see in Fig. 3, the e↵ects of �CP on the atmospheric spec-
tra are highly non-trivial. Therefore, the available range
energies and baselines (given by ✓z) helps to disentangle
these e↵ects from the several uncertainties in the sub-
GeV atmospheric neutrino flux. This will have signifi-
cant consequences for determining the atmospheric back-
ground in di↵use supernovae neutrino measurements [43]
and dark matter experiments [44].

H
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 1805.04163

Details:
Simulate neutrino-argon interactions with event generators

Use realistic atmospheric fluxes (Honda et al 1502.03916)

Account for uncertainties of atmospheric neutrino fluxes 
40% normalization, 5% e/μ ratio, 2% nu/nubar ratio, ± 0.2 spectral distortion coefficient

Realistic LArTPC capabilities 
Δp = 5%, 5%, 10%, Δθ = 5º, 5º, 10º, for e, μ, p, Kp = 30 MeV

Classify events by final state topology (number of protons)
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Up-going atmospheric neutrinos that traverse the
Earth may go through an MSW resonance [16, 17] in
the solar sector, maximizing oscillations between ⌫e and
⌫µ,⌧ , when

�m2
21 cos ✓12 = 2

p
2EGF ne, (2)

where GF is the Fermi constant, and ne is the electron
number density. In the solar sector, the MSW resonance
happens only for neutrinos, not for antineutrinos, as ob-
served in oscillation of neutrinos produced in the Sun. We
will focus on the ⌫e ! ⌫e oscillation dependence on the
zenith angle, shown as black curves in the di↵erent pan-
els of Fig. 1. In the crust (upper panel, �0.44 < cos ✓z),
mantle (middle panel, �0.84 < cos ✓z < �0.44) and core
(bottom panel, cos ✓z < �0.84), the MSW resonant en-
ergies are found to be around 180, 130, and 50 MeV,
respectively. Although this energy in Earth’s core is be-
low 100 MeV, another type of resonance occurs about
E ⇠ 170 MeV, a parametric resonance [18, 19, 24]. A
parametric resonance happens when changes to the mat-
ter density profile occur on the same scale as the neutrino
oscillation length. The phenomenon is analogous to a
resonant spring oscillator. Note that, due to the near-
maximal value of ✓23, ⌫e oscillates approximately equally
into ⌫µ and ⌫⌧ .

The CP -violating and matter e↵ects displayed in Fig. 1
show that the �CP e↵ect is broad in neutrino energy, but
there are large variations of oscillation curves for di↵er-
ent zenith angles. Therefore, the precise reconstruction
of the neutrino energy will not be as important as the
determination of the incoming neutrino direction for the
measurement of �CP . LArTPCs have excellent energy
resolution and tracking reconstruction, and hence the in-
coming neutrino direction may be determined by consid-
ering the full event topology in charged current quasi-
elastic events, ⌫`n ! `�p+. In the next Section, we will
discuss the details of our simulation of sub-GeV atmo-
spheric neutrinos and how we take the nuclear physics
e↵ects into account.

III. SIMULATION DETAILS

To simulate the atmospheric neutrino flux at sub-GeV
energies, we use Ref. [36]. The atmospheric neutrinos
flux for a given flavor is parameterized by

�↵(E) = �↵,0 f↵(E)

✓
E

E0

◆�

, (3)

where f↵(E) gives the shape of the neutrino energy spec-
trum for each flavor; �↵,0 is the normalization of flavor
↵ = ⌫e, ⌫µ, ⌫̄e; ⌫̄µ, E0 is an arbitrary reference energy; and
� accounts for spectral distortions. To account for un-
knowns on the meson production in the atmosphere, we
consider systematic uncertainties on the following quanti-
ties (see Supplemental Material for details): overall nor-
malization (40%); the ratio re between ⌫e and ⌫µ fluxes

n

p

µ�⌫µ

n

p

µ�⌫µ
Nucleus

FIG. 2. Pictorial representations of a neutrino scattering on
a free nucleon (left) and the e↵ect of intra-nuclear cascades
(right).

(5%); the ratio r⌫ between neutrinos and antineutrinos
fluxes (2%); and the spectral distortion parameter � with
0.2 absolute uncertainty.

Neutrino events in DUNE will be classified by topol-
ogy. We consider events with a charged lepton (electrons
or muons) and up to 2 outgoing protons and no pions,
namely CC-Np0⇡ (N = 0, 1, 2). The interaction of neu-
trinos scattering on argon was modeled with the NuWro
event generator [37]. This is an important step as recoiled
nucleons may re-interact still inside the nucleus, a process
typically referred to as final state interactions or intra-
nuclear cascades. A pictorial representation of neutrino
scattering on free nucleons and the e↵ect of intra-nuclear
cascades is shown in Fig. 2. To account for detector re-
sponse, a cut on the minimum proton kinetic energy of
30 MeV was implemented [22]. Momentum resolutions of
5%, 5% and 10% for electrons, muons and protons were
assumed [38] as well as conservative angular resolutions
of 5�, 5� and 10�, respectively [39].

We define two observables: the deposited energy Edep

(the sum of the energy of all detected particles) and de-
posited energy direction ✓z. For example, in a CC-2p0⇡

event we would have Edep = E` + K(1)
p + K(2)

p , where
Kp indicates the proton kinetic energy. The direction
is simply the direction of the sum all outgoing charged
particles 3-momenta. Besides the imperfect detector re-
sponse, intra-nuclear cascades e↵ects and outgoing neu-
trons (which we consider to always go undetected) can af-
fect distribution of Edep and ✓z. We find that the largest
contribution to the spread in deposited energy and direc-
tion arrives from intra-nuclear cascades [37]. A similar
technique was proposed in Refs. [40, 41] to improve the
DUNE sensitivity for dark matter annihilation in the Sun
using pointing.

To evaluate the experimental sensitivity to �CP , we
have calculated the oscillation probabilities for �1 

cos ✓z  1 and 100 MeV  E⌫  1 GeV, assuming the
PREM Earth Density Model [35] and fixing all oscilla-
tion parameters but �CP to (sin2 ✓12, sin

2 ✓13, sin
2 ✓23) =

(0.31, 0.0224, 0.58), �m2
21 = 7.39 ⇥ 10�5 eV2, and

�m2
31 = +2.53 ⇥ 10�3 eV2, see Ref. [42]. Throughout

this manuscript we assume an exposure of 400 kton-year.
For these values of the oscillation parameters, we expect
O(4000) ⌫e events, O(5000) ⌫µ events, and O(1000) ⌫e

and ⌫µ events each. The majority of ⌫ (⌫) events are of

Kelly, PM et al 2110.00003
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BONUS: Earth tomography
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*Different colors refer 
to different energies
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core

lower mantle

upper mantle

BONUS: Earth tomography
Kelly, PM et al 2110.00003
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CRs diffuse through the solar wind, so there is an 
expected modulation from the solar cycle

Rigidity (momentum/charge) cutoff from geomagnetic 
field is different for each location on Earth.

Low-energy CR spectrum is different for different 
locations: asymmetry in the low-energy atmospheric 

flux

BONUS: Solar cycle
Mishra Zhuang et al 2304.04689
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Mishra Zhuang et al 2304.04689
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Sub-GeV atmospheric neutrinos are invaluable: more statistics, lots of 
oscillation physics, more solar modulation effects, …

We will finally tap into this potential with DUNE 
due to the LArTPC capabilities

Complementary information on δcp, 
independent from beam uncertainties and at different energy scale

DUNE could provide the leading measurement of Earth tomography

DUNE could measure the effect of the solar cycle 
on atmospheric neutrinos for the first time
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Why sub-GeV atmospheric neutrinos?
CP violation and Earth tomography
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~ 4 events here
for every 

event here
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Kelly, PM et al Phys.Rev.Lett. 123 (2019) 8, 081801

CPV in sub-GeV atmospherics is about 10x 
larger than in beam neutrinos.

DUNE
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Sub-GeV atmospheric neutrinos are one of the 
richest neutrino samples we have access to.

Kelly, PM et al Phys.Rev.Lett. 123 (2019) 8, 081801

CPV in sub-GeV atmospherics is about 10x 
larger than in beam neutrinos.

DUNE
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But sub-GeV 
atmospherics are 

very difficult…

n

p

µ�⌫µ
Nucleus

Needs to know neutrino 
direction

Low E protons are invisible                 
@ Cherenkov detectors

Liquid Argon TPCs can do it!

Sub-GeV atmospheric neutrinos are one of the 
richest neutrino samples we have access to.

Kelly, PM et al Phys.Rev.Lett. 123 (2019) 8, 081801

CPV in sub-GeV atmospherics is about 10x 
larger than in beam neutrinos.

DUNE
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